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Important distinction
Global warming
• Average global surface
temperature increases from
human emissions of
greenhouse gases (GHGs)
• Just one symptom of the
much larger problem of
climate change

Climate change
• Not short term weather
patterns
• Long-term change in the
Earth’s climate, or of a
region on Earth
• Includes:
• Global warming
• Melting glaciers
• Sea level rise
• Heavier rainstorms
• More frequent droughts
• Ocean acidification
• Salt water incursion
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Climate Change in Asia and the Pacific
Asia and the Pacific is key
2015 CO2 emissions:

40%
Asia and the Pacific

60%

89%

People’s Republic of
China, India, and
Indonesia’s share of Asia
and the Pacific’s
greenhouse gas
emissions by 2030

Rest of the world

Developing Asia’s share of world
electricity demand will grow to*

43% in 2030
The PRC and India will make up

64%

of Asia’s power
consumption

*projection under New Policies scenario

Without radical changes, Asia and the Pacific will emit

32.5 billion tons of CO2
by 2030 which equals

48%

of the world’s share

800,000 years of CO2 and temperature
“It’s simple, when CO2 goes up, temperature
goes up.” Richard Alley
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Source: NOAA (measured from EPIC Dome C ice core in Antarctica [Jouzel et al. 2007;
Lüthi et al. 2008]), with additions in red from NASA data
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How hot? Warming to 2100

IPCC report on 1.5ºC
Purpose

Paris Agreement invited IPCC to report on
impacts of a 1.5ºC warming

Data &
Drafting

Cites 6,000 scientific references
91 authors from 40 different countries
42,001 expert and government review
comments

Warming

Human actions have caused a warming of
around 1ºC so far. Already consequences.
On track to reach a 1.5°C warming
between 2030−2052

1.5ºC v 2ºC impacts: oceans
Sea level
rise

By 2100, levels would be up to 10cm lower,
at around 48cm
Sea levels will keep rising after 2100

Sea level
rise

If the sea level is 10cm lower, up to
10.4 million fewer people will be exposed to
the impacts of sea level rise

Coral
reefs

Will decline by 70–90%
At 2ºC, will mostly disappear

Artic sea
ice

Artic ocean free of sea ice will happen once
every 100 years
At 2ºC, will happen once every 10 years

1.5ºC v 2ºC impacts: land
Rainfall
and
drought

Substantial differences in increases of heavy
rainfall and increases in drought frequency
and magnitude between 1.5ºC and 2ºC

Small islands
developing
states

Combination of rising seas, larger waves,
and increasing aridity might leave several
atoll islands uninhabitable at 1.5ºC

Food

Wheat, rice, maize, and soybean production
suffers. At 2ºC, there will be rapid falls in
agricultural yields

Habitats

105,000 species studied:
6% of insects, 8% of plants, and 4% of
vertebrates will lose more than 50% of their
climactic habitat. At 2ºC, the percentages of
affected species effectively doubles

Pathways to 1.5ºC
Limiting global warming is possible, but will require rapid, far-reaching and
unprecedented changes in all aspects of society

Energy

Reduce energy use with better efficiencies
and faster electrification

Energy

70–80% of energy from renewables by 2050.
Investment in unabated coal to “halt” by 2030

GHGs

Deep reductions in GHG emissions needed,
including 35% reduction in methane
emissions below 2010 levels by 2050

Pathways to 1.5ºC
CO2

Net global CO2 emissions to fall by about
45% from 2010 levels by 2030

CO2

Net global CO2 emissions to reach “net zero”
by 2050, with “negative emissions” needed

CO2

Emissions from industry to fall 75–90%
below 2010 levels by 2050 by adopting better
practices and technologies

CO2

CO2 removal from atmosphere needed,
e.g. growing plants for biofuels partnered
with carbon capture and storage

How do judges make sense of CC?
• Ask questions
• The People of the State of California v BP PLC et al, Judge William
Alsup (US District Court Judge) asked each party to present a 60minute climate tutorial based on 8 questions.
• While parties agreed about science, court found the plaintiffs could not
meet the causation test.
• Useful links
• https://unfccc.int/
• https://www.nasa.gov/ (or look at NASA’s Earth Now app)
• https://www.noaa.gov/climate (see

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/history.html for an
excellent animation on CO2 over the last 800,000 years)

• https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/news/in-depth/climate-infographic
• https://www.carbonbrief.org/
• https://www.wri.org/our-work/topics/climate
• https://www.skepticalscience.com/

We shall … fight for the seas and oceans, we shall fight with
growing confidence and growing strength for the air, we shall
defend our Island, whatever the cost may be, we shall fight for
the beaches, we shall fight for the landing grounds, we shall
fight for the fields and for the streets, we shall fight for the hills;
we shall never surrender…
Winston Churchill

“Keep some room in your heart for the unimaginable.”
Mary Oliver
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